
Help RCMP continue to show strong support for Cops for Cancer even amongst COVID-19 

 

Since 1997, first responders have been pedaling to end childhood cancer raising over $46 million. 

For over two decades, the RCMP and its members have been one of the largest supporters of 

Cops for Cancer. From participating as a rider and volunteering as part of the committee and crew 

to donating their hard-earned money, RCMP members have made an invaluable difference in the 

lives of children and families living with and beyond cancer.  

Although times seem more uncertain than ever, one thing is for sure, we cannot give up on the 

spirit and movement of Cops for Cancer. Now is our chance to come together for the kids and 

show our unwavering support. Cancer doesn’t take a break even when we are faced with a world 

pandemic and neither can we! 

Tour de Coast and Tour de Valley will be held from September 21 – 25, 2020. The tours operate 

in different geographic areas across the Lower Mainland. Tour de Coast will be in the Greater 

Vancouver area from Coquitlam to Whistler. Whereas, the Tour de Valley tour is held within the 

Fraser Valley and riders will cycle from Chilliwack to Delta. Each tour is committed to cycling over 

500 km this year. 

This year, RCMP members from over 10 RCMP detachments have personally committed to 

participating in Cops for Cancer. The Tours will certainly look different, but their commitment and 

dedication to the cause has not faltered. These members are from the following agencies:  

• Burnaby RCMP 
• Chilliwack RCMP 
• Coquitlam RCMP 
• Hope RCMP 

• Langley RCMP 
• North Vancouver RCMP 
• Richmond RCMP 
• Maple Ridge RCMP 

• Squamish RCMP 
• Sunshine Coast RCMP 
• Surrey RCMP 
• Whistler RCMP 

Now more than ever, we need your support. As part of our Cops for Cancer family, we hope 

that you will consider donating and help us pedal our way to end childhood cancer. Every dollar 

makes a difference! 

You can donate to support your local RCMP rider directly by clicking on their name, using the 

links below, or support the Cops for Cancer Tour in your area: 

• Cops for Cancer Tour De Coast 

• Cops for Cancer Tour de Valley 

 

Funds collected on those pages will support the RCMP riders’ personal fundraising goals and, 

more importantly, will fund vital pediatric cancer research and support programs, such as Camp 

Goodtimes.  

 

You can learn more at: www.copsforcancer.ca or at www.tourdecoast.ca and 

www.tourdevalley.ca.  

https://support.cancer.ca/site/TR/CopsforCancer/COPS_BC_odd_?px=13425608&pg=personal&fr_id=27167
https://support.cancer.ca/site/TR/CopsforCancer/COPS_BC_odd_?px=13437414&pg=personal&fr_id=27166
http://www.copsforcancer.ca/
http://www.tourdecoast.ca/
http://www.tourdevalley.ca/

